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SPRING FORMALS HAVE
WELL CHOSEN PROGRAM
Barn Gives Three One Act Plays Wtth
Variety In Atmosphere As
Well As Plot
PLAYS COACHED BY STUDENTS
With great success the Barnswal-
lows .Association presented their
Spring Formals to enthusiastic audi-
;:,- In Alumna.- Hall, nn Friday and
Saturday evenings, April 10 and 17.
Grading all the way from light comedy
to intensely exciting drama, the pro-
gram, containing three one-act plays,
opened with Pirn-tit in Paris- in a
scene laid in front of a French cafe
in Paris, shaded by a gay black and
red awning which harmonised admir-
ably witli the crisp window boxes
filled witli geraniums. Seated reflec-
tively at a table near by was t lie cen-
tral ligure. Pierrot, played by Anne
Revere, who converses during the
course of the act with three girls
whom he had known, and about whom
he makes a series of curious and in-
teresting comments. The three parts
were cast with Barbara Hopkins as
Margaret. Elsbeth Thexton as Colette,
and Katherine Houk as Meg, the Gar-
con being played by .lean Poindexter.





The Observatory's visitors' book
dates from the opening *tjf the Obser-
vatory. October S. 1900, when Mrs.
Whitin formally presented the Obser-
vatory to the college. The guest list
on that occasion included Mrs. Durant,
Alice Freeman Palmer, and Caroline
Hazard. Among the signatures of as-
tronomers on the first page is that of
Winslow Upton, whose Star Alias is
familiar to students of astronomy.
The name of Edward C. Pickering,
forty-two years director of the Har-
vard Observatory, appears several
times. Other signatures of prominent
astronomers arc those of W. W. Camp-
bell, President of the University of
California and Director of the Lick
Observatory, R. G. Aitken. Associate
Director of the Lick Observatory,
Percival Lowell, widely known for
his popular writings on Mars, Sir
Frank Dyson, astronomer Royal of
England, Pringsheim of Breslau Uni-
versity and Kapteyn of Holland. One
of Hi'- widely known non-astronomical
names is that of Henry Van Dyke.
There are numerous names of guests
from India. China. Japan, and most
of the countries of Europe, represent-
ing a great variety of interests.
One section of the book has been
reserved for Wellesley Alumnae. This
contains signatures ranging all the
way from the class of 1S79. Of special
interest to Wellesley are the names of
former members of the college such
as Miss Olive Davis, Miss Tuft's pre-
decessor, and Dr. Charlotte Roberts,
many years Professor of Chemistry.
Mrs. Whitin's name occurs fre-
quently from the beginning until 191G.
It was her great joy to see enthu-
siastic L-irls in the observatory which
she hail provided for them. She used
to say to her acquaintances "don't
wait until you die to bequeath money.




April 22 7:15 Agora for a
Silver Bay Conference Meeti
Everyone Welcome
A Chance You Will Regret Mil
INDOOR COMPETITION IS WON
BY SENIORS AND SOPHOMORES
The combination of the Freshn
Sophomore Competition with the 123
Indoor Meet on Saturday afternoon,
April 17. at the Gym, proved a suc-
cessful experiment Although the
work did not all attain as great a per-
fection as might he desired, the events
followed each other with welcome
rapidity, while greater variety in the
program kept a lively interest.
At two o'clock a grand march open-
ed the Meet, Dr. Skarstrom's class
leading. Good Freshman marching
and drill succeeded, followed by the
parallel marching and drill of the
Sophomore-. The latter under the
teaclring of Miss Cran had perfected
a mode of both marching and drill
which emphasized group coordination
and which presented an impressive ap-
pearance, Three original clogging
steps came next of which the last, a
musical domino, deserves special men-
By this time the final conference of
the A. C. A. C. W. had been concluded,
and the delegates attended the rest of
the Meet in which Course 123 went
through the paces of platoon march-
ing and advanced drill, followed by
apparatus work by all four classes.
Each class team of six was required
to climb the ropes, travel across the
ring do the feci saull on the box.
the straddle vault on the buck, and
the oblique vault on the horse. The
most popular voluntary exercises
were the difficult double boom face
vault, and the swing jump on the
ropes. The parallel bars and hori-
zontal window ladders were also used.
The Meet was concluded by English
Country Dancing, some excellent
tumbling, and group clogging.
The score figured, it was found that
in the Freshman-Sophomore Competi-
tion '2S was victorious while in the
Senior-Junior-Sophomore Meet, the
Seniors received the Lincoln Chal-
lenge Cup. the Juniors holding sei nud
place.
Helen \V, Jones "26, Mary Elizabeth
Morse '27 and Marion Lowerre '26 were
honorably mentioned for apparatus
work, receiving respectively nut of a
possible fifty points, Is. 4~>.7. and 41.
Those winning indoor W's and Old





Help the Service Fund by keep-
ing your pledge paid to date. All
pledges are due before June fifth,
when the books close.
SERVICE FUND ANNOUNCES ITS
STATEMENT FOR YEAR'S GIFT
The NEWS has been asked to print
the following statement by the Treas-
urer of the Wellesley College Service
Fund.
.
Of the $10,000 pledged this year
$S,S64 has been received to date. Of
this amount $3,433 has been expended
for such worthy and well-known
causes as the Convalescent Home lor
the Children's Hospital in Wellesley.
Dr. Grenfell's work in Labrador, the
International Institute for Girls in
Spain. Constantinople College, Dr.
Hume's Hospital in India, Wellesley's
French Orphans, the work of the Chi-
cago Foyer in charge of Miss Sage, a
Wellesley alumna, and the Reed In-
dustrial School directed by our friend
Aunt Dinah; $4,500 is soon to be sent
to our sister college Yen Ching, and
many other causes just as worthy
await the aid we hope to give within





Programs Which Will Be Sold At The
El Table Will Give Theme
Of Afternoon Events
On Saturday, May 1, the annual
May Day activities are scheduled to
take place, with Monday. May 3, as an
alternate date if Saturday proves too
inclement. In case of doubt the col-
lege is reminded to look for the flag
which will be flying over Tower
Court If May Day is to be held.
Following the hoop rolling at 7:15
A. M., the classes will form in line for
chapel marching at 7:30, promptly;
chapel will he at S:00 o'clock and
numerals, on Tower Court Hill, di-
rectly after chapel, at 8:15.
The afternoon program will begin
at 3:00 o'clock on Tower Court green.
The characters who are to participate
are as listed below:
Prince Elizabeth Howe; '26
Queen Virginia Onderdonk, '2i>
Specialty dancers from the fresh-
man class: Kathryn Albin, Elizabeth
Knudson, Mary Krolik, Carol Martin,
Louise Neill, Emily Rockwood, Ger-

















Programs of the dancing will be i




requests for records which, because
of the demands of State Boards of
Education and Medical School's must
be made out on special blanks, it
seems fairer that the record without
charge to which each student is en-
titled should be made on the form
which best serves her purpose. The
office has therefore discontinued the
practise of preparing in advance the
records for all seniors, but will send
In June simply the record for the last
semester.
Each student who desires a com-
plete copy of her record should make
the request in writing, giving the ad-
dress to which it should be sent. If
it is desired that the record be made
upon a special blank, the necessary
form must accompany the application,
o form is inclosed, the Wellesley
College blank will be used. The rec-
will be sent in the summer in
order in which the requests are
ived. precedence being given to
candidates for medical schools, grad-




Vespers, Sunday, April 25, at 7:30
Henry Pitt Van Dusen
Will Speak On
The Meaning of Je«us for Today
There will be a special program
of music by the choir assisted by a
trio who will sing Love Divine—
Stainer. Mr. Macdougall at the
DANCE DRAMA!
8 O'clock, April 23, Alumnae Hall
Ticket, on Sale Today and To-
morrow at the El Table
DON'T MISS ONE OF THE COL-
LEGES MOST ARTISTIC
PRODUCTIONS!
SOPHOMORE CLASS TO RECEIVE
MAY DAY GIFT FROM YENCHING
The Sophomore class of Yeuching
College, China, Wellesley's sister col-
lege, is sending a gift of several hun-
dred kites to the class of 1S12S for
flying at May Day or Tree Day, ac-
cording to a letter received by Miss
Hart of the Department of English
Composition from Augusta Wagner,
'24, now teaching at Yeuching. A few
especially beautiful ones are being
sent for the class officers. The pur-
pose of the gift is to foster interest
in Yenching and to establish a real
relationship with Wellesley, and it is
hoped that it may become a tradition
between the two classes. The sopho-
mores were chosen because it was
thought that they would carry over
their interest for two years, and that
after the plan was once established,
there would always be three classes
in Wellesley who at least knew that
Yenching existed. With the kites,
Wellesley sisters in Yenching send
"many good wishes and many long-
ings and yearnings and hopes that
some day their college may be to
' 'hints.' gU'lfl what Welli sley is
girls
Miss Wagner gives a most interest-
ing account of affairs at Yenching
This summer the college is to be
moved out from Peking to Haitien
where there will be "beautiful new
buildings and no more make-shifts
running water and bath tubs". All
the : •di- far
from Boston to Wellesley, as to be
done "by mule cart and wheel bar-
row and human back," and "every bit
of it has to be planned and watched
and superintended and followed up."
None of the moving can be left to the
he "W
year will be wearing on dispositions
and tempers and we shall have to
face many unexpected and unforeseen
problems," writes Miss Wagner, "but
we will have the fun of pioneering."
WELLESLEY'S NIGHT AT THE
POP CONCERTS TO BE MAY 27
Wellesley is to have a special even-
ing in that famous Boston institution,
the Pop Concerts, lor the fourth time
in her history, on May 27. The Pop
Concerts are given by the members
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra at
the end of the symphony season. Each
ulghl i- taken by some college or in-
stitution.
The program for Wellesley night
will include an organ solo by Pro-
fessor H. C. Macdougall, and a num-
ber by the entire Wellesley Choir con-
sisting of eighty-eight girls. The Hall
will be appropriately decorated, and
as usual, the audience will be seated
at tables where refreshments will be
served in the intermissions.
This combination of music, refresh-
ments ami sociability is unique. Both
the Wellesley alumnae and Wellesley
students will find the Pops a happy
meeting ground, and the* success of
the three former concerts, makes it
possible to predict an unusual evening
for all who set aside this date to drink
in sweet music, pink lemonade, and
good-fellowship. Announcements about
tickets will be made later.
A. A. ASSOCIATIONS
MEET FOR CONFERENCE
A. A. FELT TO BE NECESSARY
Over the week end of April 16, 17
and IS, Wellesley entertained the East-
ern Section of the Athletic Conference
of American College Women, which in-
cludes colleges of all sizes and natures
from Maine to the extreme south. Vir-
ginia Wellington, as President, opened
the first meeting, which was a series
of speeches on the past and present of
the Athletic Conference of American
College Women.
Miss Cummings spoke of the hearty
cooperation of faculty with athletic
associations, because of their value in
getting girls out for sports. She felt
that much remains to be done in giv-
ing women's sports equal publicity
witli those of men, in such magazines
as The New Student, and in creating
outdoor opportunities for factory girls.
In high schools college women teach-
ers help spread love of sports by
joining in, even when not connected
witli the gymnasium department, Ath-
,1.!. after col-
lege. Accounts of previous confer
ences were then heard, and Syracusi
reported on its budget system. •
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
Z. A. PLANS TO GIVE PLAY BY
MRS. POTTER AT SEMI-OPEN
"The Twig of Thorn/' by Marie Lou-
ise Warren Potter, author of the Semi-
centennial Pageant, is the play to be
produced by the Zeta Alpha Society at
its Semi-open meetings tomorrow and
Saturday evening. April 23 and 24.
The play, in two acts, is based on old
Irish folk-lore, and concerns the story
of a young girl who comes from Dub-
lin to live in a country town with her
grandmother. Unaware of its super-
stitious significance, upon her arrival.
she plucks a blossom on "the twig of
thorn," which brings ill-luck into the
house. A famine comes to the land.
and her grandmother dies; but all
ends happily when the girl, Oonah.
marries Aengus, whom she has chosen
in preference to the poet Aileel. The
cast is as follows:
Nessa Teig. the woman of the hotise
Elizabeth Ruhnka
Maurya, her neighbor, .Elizabeth Howe
Oonah, Nessa's granddaughter
Ethel Marie Henderson
Aengus Arann, a young peasant
Mary Mills
A.ileel, lif poet Ellen Bartlett
Father Brian, the. priest
Virginia Thomas








AUTHORITY ON JAPANESE ART
WILL GIVE ILLUSTRATED TALK
Mr. Kojiro Tomita of the Museum of
Fine Art an authority on Japanese
prints, will speak on The Pietoriat Art
of Japan en Friday evening, April
23rd. at room 24 Founders Hall, under
the auspices of the Cosmopolitan Club.
His talk will be illustrated with slides.
The invitation is extended to all mem-
bers of the college.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
At the discussion held Friday after-
noon at Shakespeare, the more prac-
tical problems were taken up. Miss
Appleby, an Englishwoman who
originated field hockey in this country,
spoke of the responsibility of col-
lege women, not only in keeping their
own love of games, but in imparting
it to others. The responsibility be-
gins in college, where other students,
notably upperclassnien. are in need
physically of being outdoors. It con-
tinues for women who go into business,
who are making opportunities for
team sports in the places in which
they work. College women are looked
to for leadership and executive abil-
ity needed to spread joy in team
sports and if they learn sucli joy while
they are in college they are capable
of giving it to those who need it.
The furthering of interest in sports
justifies the existence of the Athletic
Association, according to Miss Wash
burn of Randolph Macon, who read :
paper on the function and purpose of
the college Athletic Association. Sh
felt that the interests of the largest
possible number rather than the few
skilled should at all times be consid-
ered, and a spirit of sportsmanship
engendered as a preparation for life.
Various questions were brought up as
to how this end should be brought
about. Light was thrown on the ways
in which the organizations at differ-
ent colleges work together, on the
missionary aspect of Athletic Associa-
tions, and on their practical worth.
Miss Kieler of Vassar spoke on the
methods of arousing interest, which
were discussed at some length. Vassar
has student coaches in sports. Bryn
Mawr and Connecticut Colleges re-
quire sports all four years. Some
colleges have found intra-mural com-
petition better than class competition,
as it gets more people playing.
Miss Appleby was asked why the
English could defeat the Irish Hockey
players ten to one, when American
teams were not often able to score
against them. Miss Appleby replied
that she thought our very trouble was
in taking athletics too seriously.
Sports are social affairs, not fights.
For this reason she sees no reason
in stirring up class feeling and com-
petition for points. This arouses in-
terest rather than enjoyment, and
games are primarily to be enjoyed,
not won. She suggested more teams
and tournaments rather than keener
competition.
The discussions held Saturday, April
17, officially closed the conference. A
paper was read by the Goucher Col-
lege representative on awards and
honors. The Goucher system is not
unlike the Wellesley one. the highest
award being a blazer, but at Goucher
only one is awarded a year. Various
systems were brought up for com-
parison, with a view to establishing
a uniform pointing system like that
used in the Western colleges, where
the greater frequency of transfering
has made this necessary. As stan-
dardization does not seem so im
tant in Eastern colleges the dis
sion was dropped.
An enlightening paper on Outing
Clubs was submitted by the Smith Col-
lege representative. Two different re
lations between A. A. and Outing Club
may exist: Outing Club coming direct-
ly under A. A. or being wholly inde-
pendent. At Smith the first is the
case, at Wellesley a mean between
the two, as the Outing Club is sup-
ported half by its own dues and half
by those of the Athletic Association.
The Outing Club at Smith has ad-
vanced much beyond that of Welles-
ley, and has attained some of the
things for which Wellesley has been
working. Two huts are owned by
the Club, where students go for week-
ends aud vacations at all seasons, for
whatever sport the season offers and
for a fine camping experience. The
huts are extremely popular, and girls
who can not go home find the outdoor
life more profitable and less expensive
than city vacations.
The findings of the conference are
compactly put in the resolutions adop
ted at the recommendation of the com
mittee on resolutions, of which Vir
ginia Wellington was chairman. Th(
first is that a budget system is most
satisfactory, because it insures suffi-
cient funds for college organizations,
including women's athletic associa-
tions, which have an especially hard
time in the co-educational colleges.
The Conference resolved secondly that
each college adopt the slogan, "Fun
for all, and all for fun!" suggested by
Barnard College .and finally that a
standard point system be adopted by
all colleges having difficulties over
transference, and made optional for
all others.
Wellesley was represented at the
nference by Rosalie Drake, '27, as
official delegate. Kathleen Scudder as
unofficial Senior delegate, Althea
Pease '26, Mary Neal '27, Marion Fair-
field '2S, and Joy Masters '29.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
The second play took place on a
darkened stage, the scene of action
for Essex Dane's Where The Whirl-
wind Blows. The setting showed a
scene of intrigue in Russia during the
time of the war with its chief actress
Madame Androya, played by Suzanne
Schoenberger. a spy outwitted in the
end by Josepha and Anna, better
known as Maxine Finsterwald and
Ethel Marie Henderson respectively.
The production showed the effects of
the excellent coaching of Ellen Bart-
lett.
The last part of the group was a
farce, BcUvcen the Soup and the Sav-
ory, a play first introduced to the
stage by Cyril Maude in London. The
comic elements entered through the
chatter in the servant's hall between
he courses of a dinner party. What
he audience learned of the guests at
his party were contradictory scraps
of information as they were discussed
by the servants in their effort to piece
together the conversation they over-
heard. Whatever discrepancies oc-
curred in their suppositions were
amply filled in by the domestics' imag-
ons. This comedy, ably coached
by Helen Wallace, had as its cast,
Katherine Parker, the Cook, Helen
Petit, Ada, and Frances Bates, the
Kitchen Maid. It was a credit to its
coach, and formed a charming con-





With college parties on
famous "O" steamers of
rr The Royal Mail Line
$170 Round
University Tours with College Credit:
Orca Orduna Orbita
June 19 June 26 July 3
FASHION DISPLAY
For Spring and Summer 1926
Afternoon and Dance Frocks
Smart Tailleurs Coats Hats Shoes
Sweaters Skirts Blouses
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—silk, $5.75 to $10; or
lustrous broadcloth, that
looks like silk and wears
like cotton, $2 to $5.
WHITE sweaters
—ever-smart is the
white sweater; and you
may find a variety of
styles, $4 to $10.50.
WHITE radium silk slips, $3.95
Plenty of white in all accessories
50 CENTRAL STREET
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Taylor Block Wellesley Square
Tel. 1268-W—Res. 0529
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HAVE YOU TRIED OUR
Clara Catherine Candy
A. A. MORRISON








FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL
Hosiery to match all .hoe. If II
Wilbare All One Price
85 SUMMER ST. «SS WASHINGTON ST.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
BOOKS FOR CHINESE MISSION
FOR BLIND ARE MADE BY HAND
Home backgrounds of ignorance
and. poverty, interruptions for polit
cal turmoil, and the lack of printing
presses to put out books for the blind
were the difficulties which Mrs. Mary
Knapp Burtt, who spoke in Pomeroy
Hall at 7 P. M-, Wednesday, April 14,
had her
Chinese mission school. Mrs. Burtt,
who was graduated from Wellesley
with honors in 1925, in spite of her
blindness, went to China in 1917,
where she has been until recently,
when she came to America and joined
the Chinese mission in Boston. In all
her work Mrs. Burtt has learned to
have a profound respect for the Chin>
ese, whom she has found a very lovable
and responsive people.' able to teach
us much in patience and graciousness.
She found the parents easily stimu-
lated to an interest in their daugh-
ters, although in many cases, due to
extreme poverty and ignorance, there
had been serious neglect in the early
life of the child. The girls themselves
were eager to learn, and their lessons
in handwork, music and Bible enabled
them to be of real service in the homes
to which they returned for vacations.
Two Classes Graduated
Except for a few interruptions





has been i iing
graduated, sending
fill important posi-
about forty girls in
the schpol, and most of them come
from small villages, where peasants
live so crowded together within the
high protecting walls, that children
and pigs and cats and dogs have only
the streets to play in, or, in case of
had weather the restricted quarters
of the home. They know practically
nothing when they come to the school,
though some are as much as twelve
years old. They are taught to read
Chinese Brayle, and because there are
no printing presses to print in this
strange new script, the books are
made by printing the characters by
hand into old magazine paper.
Chinese Adults Also Helped
In Boston Mrs. Burtt's work is
chiefly with Chinese women, of whom
there are about a hundred. The mis-
sion is the only one in the country
which concerns itself with the whole
Chinese family. Men and children
come to the Sunday School, and on
other days come to learn to read, to
speak English and to join in singing.
The women are reached in the home.
Mrs. Burtt talks with them, although
there are some difficulties in conver-
sation, since Mrs. Burtt speaks Can-
tonese and most of the women know
only dialect forms. She helps them in
adjusting themselves to this country,
in running their homes and in mat-
ters of faith. The work is interesting
and gratifying, but the Chinese ip. this
country are much harder to work
with than in their own surroundings,
as they seem to acquire a superficial-
ity which makes them less approach-
able. The mission helps to make
them at home here. Both the Boston
mission and the school in China are
aided by the Wellesley Service Fund.
for which have been maturing for
some time under the leadership of
the associates in fine arts at Yale, an
organization formed last year to
stimulate interest in the Yale col-
lections and the School of the Fine
Arts.
"For many years the university an-
nouncement stated the collections
have been unsatisfactorily housed in
the old art school building, erected
in 1R04. They have grown remark-
ably in recent years, so that much
rare material has had to be kept in
storage. The university has been put
to great expense to make the old gal-
leries fire and burglar proof, but these
efforts have merely relieved somewhat
a situation which would otherwise
have been intolerable. Yale owns
the Jarves collection, the finest group
of Italian primitives in America, and
the Trumbull collection, one of the
best collections of early 'American
the world. These will
be exhibited for the first time un-
der proper conditions. The univer-
sity has recently received from Mait-
land F. Griggs '96, of New York city,
five extraordinary examples of me-
diaeval French sculpture, and from
Frederic G. Achelis, '07, of New York
city, a rare and valuable collection of
Rembrandt and Durer prints.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE ART MUSEUM
There will be in the gallery of the
Art Museum for the remainder of the
month of April, an exhibition of small
sculptures using white soap as a
medium. The sculptures were made
for the small competition for the Proc-
tor and Gamble prizes. It has been
lent to the Museum by the Art Center
of New York.
FRESHMAN,
WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?
At the invitation of the Dean of
Freshmen, Miss Florence Jackson, As-
sociate in the Bureau of Occupations.
will speak to the freshman class on
Tuesday, April 27, at 4:40, in Room
23. Founders Hall, on the subject of
Occupations Toward Which Wellesley
Courses Lead.
All freshmen are urged to attend.









29 East 29th Street
ely For Women)
York City 30 East 30th Street
Single Double
able Rooms with Running Water S2.50-S3.0O S3.50-S4.00
le Rooms With Private Bath 3.50- 4.00 5.00- 6.00
Hostess and Chaperon in Attendance
Restaurant Caters to Ladies and Gentlemen
FOR RENT April lo October
a
Printing
We specialize in School
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of
work makes it possible







Tel. Newton North 0077
WRIGHT & DITSON
Specialize in Athletic Equip-
ment for All Sports that Wo-




and all outdoor sports.
Tennis Racke
Send for General Catalog, also
for Catalog of Field Sports for
344 Washington St, Boston
YALE WILL ERECT A NEW ART
MUSEUM WITH ANONYMOUS GIFT
The Transcript of April 12 states
that
-A gift of $1,000,000 to Yale for the
erection of an art museum has been
made by two anonymous donors, ac-
cording to an announcement from the
university today. The new building
will stand at the corner of High and
Chapel streets, opposite the present
Art School structure on High street.
The museum will be of stone, in a
modified Italian Gothic style harmon-
izing with the other Yale buildings
in the vicinity. Through its erection
the university is enabled to complete
a substantial portion of a comprehen-
sive System of art gallaries, plans
EUR0PE r anudn*l50-$160
RESOLUTE - CLEVELAND . ALBERT BALL1N • THURINGIA
RELIANCE - HAMBURG (n,..-DEUTSCHLAND • WESTPHALIA
Miss Elizabeth Rogers, Claflin Hall, Wellesley. Mass.
UNITED AMERICANLINES(HARRIMAN LINE) Joint Service withHAMBURG AMERICAN LINE
131 State Street, Boston, Mass.
White
Advance orders taken NOW.
SLATTERY'S WELLESLEY SHOP—10-11 Church Street
Wellesley Guest House
9 ABBOTT STREET
Rooms may be reserved now
for the Spring vacation. Spe-
cial rates to students!
Living rooms open for pri-
vate Teas or Bridge.




for the College Girl
SPECIAL SATIN BRASSIERE
reduced from $2.50. Now 95c
A long model with elastic waistline
Silk Hosiery and Underwear
Sanitary Goods
Ivy Corset Shop
22 Grove St. WeUesley 0380-W
HAVE YOU HAD ONE OF OUR FELT SPORT HATS
All Colors $1.50 each
Folds up pocket size
PHILLIPINE HAND EMBROIDERED NIGHT-ROBES
All the Light Shades and White
Special at $1.95 and $2.95
NEW RAYON UNDERTHINGS







At 61 Central Street, Wellesley
In the Wellesley Arcade
FREE DELIVERY TILL 9.45 P"°"e Wei. 1560






Behind the report of the student
curriculum committee has been thi
genuine interest in academic matters
which is seen so seldom in College.
The report has been criticized for the
shortness of time spent on it, lack of
statistical evidence behind Its sugges-
tions, and perhaps mistaken represen-
tation of the student body's attitude
on certain questions. Of how much
value the actual suggestions in this
report have for revision in the c
ulum is not yet known, but it i
that the interest in the academic
which prompted the report is good
should be recognized with appre
tfon. The present collegiate fad of
being unintelligent and minimizing all
interest in college courses is a favor-
ite and popular attitude. There are
signs that this pose is passing its
bloom but it is still prominent enough
at Wellesley for the attitude of the
student curriculum committee to he
conspicuous.
Of course the day has passed when
we looked with na'ive admiration at
the girl who said she "never opened a
hook" and yet kept a fairly creditable
average. But if we don't believe it we
still hear it. The luncheon of faculty
and students to discuss curriculum
matters, which was held last Satur-
day, is another cheering sign that the
average Wellesley student may in
time have and give openly to members
of either sex an intelligent opinion on
intellectual matters.
varied phases of student opinion
form a policy of comment upon col-
lege issues that shall come from the
NEWS as a whole and shall be as
definitely thought out as we can make
it. Definiteness is the secret of con-
structive thought—let us attempt
clearly to set down where we stand,











e. We experiment every
v surfacing and new beds.
i wrinkle in the asphalt,
the concrete, our com-
loud.
. . We don't care
hat the country-side is like as long
i the roads are good. Come on,
mie on; We don't know where
e're going, but we're going. But of
hat use are our roads if they do not
place where we want to
"Oho, education is a fine thing. It
is the highway of the world, It gives
us method, teaches us to think. Of
what use is thinking if it brings us
to no conclusions? Of what use are
facts if they bring us to no philosophy
of action? Are we to ride up and
down forever, intellectual tramps,
without a home where we can wel-
come our friends or give shelter to
the traveller?"
This part of an editorial by Amy
Jennings reprinted in the Veto Stu-
dent Magazine for April comes to us
as a goad to our rather lethargic in-
tellects at this beginning of the
spring weeks which are so packed
with academic and social activity.
Our own Wellesley issues burn with
interest. And we loudly champion
one side or the other for a moment:
but interest soon dies as we turn a
little hectically to the next chance
for argument. We are busy, too busy
—road-building perhaps, with little
view to our destination.
The NEWS intends, with its own
hoard as a nucleus, representing
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not held them-
selves responsible for opinions and
.statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250 words.
TIME TO GET IX THE SWIM
To the Wellesley College Neios:
Now that Wellesley is turning to
thoughts of spring sports, more than
one person is waiting eagerly for the
happy day when she will be permitted
to encounter the waters of Lake
Waban. But she who yearns to s
will have a long and more or less
(mostly more) hopeless wait,
who is optimistic enough to hope that
the lake will reach the required min-
imum warmth of 60° before many
moons? Even when this joyous daj
comes, swimming on Saturdays—the
time most girls wish to go in—i:
impossibility, for there is no
st.ructor present. Therefore swimming
at Wellesley has been stronger
theory than in practice.
Of course it is impossible to change
the climatic conditions of New Eng-
land, much as one might wish to.
Bui why has Wellesley never consid-
ered an indoor swimming pool safe
i the eccentricities of the out-
doors? And why, considering, would
she fail to welcome the idea with
open arms? For interest would un-
doubtedly—is undoubtedly available.
Secondly swimming could be made a
sport throughout the academic year
and as a sport swimming has wide
ibilities. We can even now vis-
ualize class swimming meets.
To anticipate the objection of cost,
s feel sure that a fund would he
enthusiastically supported by the stu-
; body, and we are confident it
Id repay itself many times over.
j a pity that a college like Wel-
lesley should be without a swimming
pool and it seems time that such a
project he undertaken.
1929.
In the heart of the Adirondack:;, on
one of its most picturesque lakes, is
Silver Bay. Every June several hun-
dred girls, representing the important
colleges and universities of the east,
gather here. As the boat nears the
Silver Bay lauding one wonders, "Why
are all these girls coming here to
spend ten days of their precious sum-
mer? It is a beautiful place, but what
more awaits? What will we do. and
talk about all day long for ten days?
I wonder," And the next day she
finds herself a refreshed victim of
mountain air and enthusiasm;
thusiasm for the serious problems
into which she is biting, enthusiasm
from meeting girls from all parts of
the country and world, from many
colleges and of many types. There is
a freedom, unrestraint, a great stimu-
lation from thinking beyond borders
of one campus into the realms of the
world in which we will all soon find
Stimulates Thought nml Ideas
The experience of Silver Bay is
unique in several ways. There one
comes to know girls in one's own col-
lege delegation better, and' a group
pirit is experienced which we do not
eel in college. One meets and ex-
hanges ideas with a variety of girls
rom a variety of colleges who have
different backgrounds and school en-
ronmeuts from our own. Perhaps
ren greater is one's realization that
there are a vast number of girls who
epresent every activity in many col-
leges who are concerned with the real
problems of life, that underneath a
veneer of superficiality we all meet
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Second Semester Reports
Reports of the second semester foi
the class of 1926 will be sent by resi
dent mail not later than Commence
ment Day (See special notice con-






will he sent to the home
given in the Directory un-
differs from the address
gistration after the Chris t-
:, when the latter will be
Mary Frazer Smith,
College Recorder,
le to face. In a spirit of
s are given an opportun-
,n inventory of ourselves,
to other people, to God,









It Is not in the realm of pure ab-
straction that the lectures and discus-
sion groups tend to lead. There are
splendid authorities on all the sub-
jects which we discuss to whom we
can turn and receive the necessary
facts from which to make our own
theories and interpretations. Speak-
ers with real messages challenge us
to think and prompt us to carry dis-
cussion on every subject, from God to
extra-curriculum activities and child
labor. Last summer we had splen-
did speakers and leaders. We talked
of what education really is, of war
and peace, the place of woman, eu-
genics, relations between faculty and
students, why girls come to college,
the ideal home, religion—why have
Delegates Representative
Each college in the eastern section
sends a limited number of delegates.
Of this number there are representa-
tives from each class in the college,
and each organization has the privi-
lege of sending one delegate. These
people meet those interested in the
same organizations from other col-
leges, and arrange meetings to dis-
cuss their various problems and to
exchange suggestions and ideas.
Competition between the colleges
culminates in a SilveT Bay song which
each delegation has composed and
sings the last night of the Conference,
when a silver cup is given the delega-
tion to whom the prize is voted. There
is a genuine enthusiasm and spirit
which pervades the whole time and
prompts spontaneous fun. Every
afternoon is free for hikes In the
mountains, trips to Fort Ticonderoga
and for sports. The last few days of
the Conference there is competition in
nming, diving, tennis and basket-
ball.
l brief, Silver Bay is a Utopia of
Conferences. It is a happy and stimu-
lating experience for anyone who is
delegated to go, and we hope that you
are thinking of it will be able to
go and share it.
Marion Foioltr.
FRENCH SOXGS AXI> PLAYS TO
BE PRESENTED BY FRESHMEN
Under the supervision of the French
Department, the freshmen in courses
103 and 201 are giving a group of
French songs and plays before the col-
lege in Alumnae Hall, on Wednesday
evening, April 28. A program of a
similar kind was given with great suc-
cess two years ago, but they found it
necessary to omit any performance
last year on account of the Semi-Cen-
tennial celebration. A variety of se-
lections are included this year, Chan-
sons du Moycn Age, a dramatised fable
of La Fontaine's a group of songs per-
formed with actions, a playlet, La
Farce de Maitrc Pathclin, another
group of folk songs, and a presentation
of L'Anglais Tel Qu'on Lc Parle.
MISS DARBISHIHE SPEAKS ON
JOHN BUNYAN AND HIS WORKS
Miss Darbishire of the Department
of English Literature lectured on John
Bunyan and his Pilgrim's Progress in
Billings Hall on Tuesday. April 13, at
7:45 P. M. Miss Darhishire's scholar-
ly study of the influnece of Bunyan's
life upon his works and the analysis
of those qualities of his writings
which give them an enduring appeal,
interested alike students of literature
and lay readers.
Bunyan's writing deals with the
substance of life, and was influenced
by the events of his own life rather
than by literature. He was a thor-
oughgoing non-conformist, and his
ful preaching led hm" to the
Bedford jail where in 1675-6 he wrote
the first part of Pilgrim's Progress.
Certain seeming inconsistencies in
s nature characterize his writings:
love for fighting and sport, a pro-
test of healthy vigour against fanati-
tenderness for human nature
breaking through his stern attitude;
a -combination of fierce pride and deep
humility; a passion for the ascetic
dea and a love for beauty, for music
md dancing.





I needed a rest and I got it.
The measles have laid me out flat,
So believe me, my dear, though you
will not, I fear-
There are pleasanter rest cures than
that.
If your eyes burn, you've probably
caught it;
So pack up your bag without strife
When a lovely pink rash, breaks out
like a flash.
(I've had it three times in my life.)
The first was a bad case, I mean it;
The German ones, light as could be;
But the third is the worst, even worse
than the first,
So learn about measles from me.
So many have joined me, I fear that
If I'm able to hurry away
By the time April ends, Oh relations
and friends.
We'll be quarantined surely by May! •
Eppy Demic.
Adonais is happy to notify all his
friends who are on a more or less
strict diet, that they may break train-
ing immediately, for he overheard a
philosopher of some note make the
statement that bodies have neither
weight nor substances, but only exten-
sion. Throw away your scales.
The Crwikiis
I'm a little crocus flower
oakier every hour.Growing
First the rain and snow dad soak
Then the gardener came to poak
I'm trampled on by sundry foak
I really do not see the joak!
Mi;
nted upon the last
as an allegory of an ideal plan,
vision, the vision, however, tending to
become stereotyped and to drop from
its ideal quality to the level of reality.
In Pilgrim's Progress, Bunyan
speaks to us in his minute fidelity to
human nature. He matches tender-
intense spiritual experience and
lism and a certain
ce. Concrete imagination and
normal vision combined with
ideal beauty rarely
found in prose constitute, in Miss
Darhishire's opinion. Bunyan's endur-
ing and universal appeal.
hythm and
CORRECTION
The NEWS regrets that the Vice-
president of Debating Club was erro-
neously reported. Doris Fuld was
elected to this position.
NOTICE
"Modern Movements in Painting-
is the subject of a lecture to be
given by Miss Helen M. Woodruff,
instructor in Art, April 2S, at 4:4ol
in the Art Lecture Room.
But on the morning I awoke
I heard a poet me invoke.
That really was the parting stroke
I ask you, what to do but croke?
I'm a little crocus flower
Growing croakier every hour.
REAL ESTATE BOOM
IX CENTRAL EUROPE
What a delightful form of recrea-
tion is the house meeting, coming as
does, between the hour of concen-
tration and the hour of concentration,
and taking the place of the bedtime
story. It begins with a colorful pro-
of the latest styles in evening
nd a gaudy display of whatever
flowing tresses the district can boast
of.
Then comes the reading or the usual
but always amazing series of tales,
each with its neat and conspicuous
moral. In general this part of the
program Is greeted with reverent si-
lence, although some listener with an
insatiable curiosity may ask. "Who
could that stupid number 46973 be?"
or "Where is this bridge?" or "What
would they have done to her if she
had been a senior?"
Toward the end of the program,
there is usually a little surprise num-
ber that sends the guests away smil-
ing. For instance, the announcement
from XYZ or some similar station,
that Wellesley has been given Central
Europe, and that you must sign up
early for the expedition over there
which is being given at cost price.
Are there no limits to the generosity










I always have to drop my fork




The electric light, the elec-
,the idei
of eld
the farm for pumping water,
for milking, and for the
cream separator—are help-
ing to make life happier.
General Electric research
and engineering have aided
in making these conveni-
A new series of G-E adver-
tisements showing what
electricity is doing in many
fields win be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-18.
On an East Indian farm, where the crop is tea, a
wooden plow turns up the rich black soil. A
woman drives, another woman pulls—and a black
ox pulls beside her.
Six hours under a tropical sun, a bowl of cold rice
—and six hours more. Then the woman goes to her
bed of rushes, and the beast to his mud stall.
Tomorrow will be the same.
The American home has many conveniences. But
many American women often work as hard as their
Oriental sisters. They toil at the washtub, they
carry water, they churn by hand—all tasks which
electricity can do for them at small cost, in half
the time.
The labor-saving possibilities of electricity are
constantly becoming more widely recognized. And
the social significance of the release of the American
woman from physical drudgery, through the increas-
ing use of electricity in and about the home, will
appeal instantly to every college man and woman.





"THE GRAND DUCHESS AND
THE WAITER"
Wed. ami Tlutr.i., A in
"THE GOOSE WOMAN"
"BEHIND THE FRONT"
Have you tried the
delicious Luncheons at










Books for Wedding Gifts!
JOIN our group of college stu-
dents, instructors, alumni and
friends who will tour Europe thia
summer. A thirty-six day tour
for $365, including all necessary
expenses.
> trip < via Toru
.nticMontrcalnndpicturesqueQm
Falls. Opportunity to aee eastern Canada,
eala d pictures,) no Quebec.
Com
the miuhty St. Lawn
able berths. Appetizing meals. Two d
™>'u« down n
River. Only four da;







WILBUR—The Kiss in a Taati




NEW PARK—Easy Come, Easy Go
PLYMOUTH—The Judge's Husband,
with William Hodge
TREMONT—The Dove, with Holbrook
Blum
CASTLE SQUARE—Abie's Irish Rose
"CAPTAIN JI.\KS"
Pleasant entertainment is given the
audience who watches Ada May dance
her way through the musical comedy
Captain Jinks. There are two things
which Ada May can do unusually well,
look sweet and charming, and dance.
In costumes which are very effective
she is piquant enough to make the
audience forget her poor voice and
occasionally accentuated mannerisms.
Captain Jinks has the convention-
ally thin plot. The play opens with a
ship in dock and the United States
Navy and custom officials in promi-
nence. An actress who is to aston-
ish and captivate America conies down
the passage way. Mile. Suzanne
Trentoni with the French accent and
the hazy back-round is later to prove
that she is a woman before she is an
artist, to the .satisfaction of everyone.
The music, which is for the most part
commonplace, has several good songs,
"Fond of You," and "The Only Oue."
From the chorus, which is fair, there
is one original effect with sailor girls
and a rough sea that is unexpected
and amusing.
Ada May's leading man. Louis Tem-
pleman, Captain Robert Jinks of the
United States Marine Corps, loves and
trusts with conviction, and sings well.
It is Gus Shy as Hap Jones, however,
who is the hero of the hour. He is
funny, he is pathetic, he is very funny.
A PLAY WILL CONCLUDE YEAR
OF THE CIRCULO CASTELLANO
At las
ning, April 23, the Circulo Castellano
will present the one-act comedy,
Zaragiieta. The cast has been an-
nounced.
Zaragiieta Clara Carstens
O. Indalecio Irene Gallagher
Dona. Dolores Barbara Bullard
Carlos Mildred Frostholm
Maruja Sarita Fajardo
D. Saturio Elizabeth Mason
Pfo Helen E. Holmes
Ferico Elizabeth Budish
Gregoria Gertrude Franklin
A short business meeting will be
held at 7:45 with the election of of-
ficers. The place will he announced
COLLEGE DRAMATICS NOW MAKE
CONTRIBUTION TO THEATRE
The Harvard irts
interview with Mrs. Edith J. R.
Isaacs, editor of the Theatre Ai-ts
Monthly. "I consider college drama-
tics as one of the most important
contributions which America is mak-
ing to the theatre. The reason for
this is that college dramatics put back
the thought of the theatre as an art
into the years when the mind and
spirit are plastic and most open to
artistic suggestion.
"Looking over the field of younger
men now working creatively in the
theatre, it is already easy to see how
large an effect college dramatics are
going to have on the profession dur-
ing the next generation.
"Modern drama is more important
for its experiment than for its actual
achievement. There seems to be no
monumental figure in drama to-day.
There is no one like Aeschylus or
Goethe or Shakespeare, but there are
more fine minds and fine spirits work-
ing in the arts of the theatre than
there have been in many generations,
and there is every hope ahead."
WORK DONE IN CLASS WILL BE
THE BASIS OF FOUR RECITALS
The Reading and Speaking depart-
ent has planned a series of recitals
is month which are to be based on
the work done in the various classes.
In the first two of these which are set
For April 20 and 26 respectively, stu-
dents of course 101 will render short
stories and narrative poems. For
April 27 the girls in course 301 are
preparing to act scenes from Twelfth
Niiilit, and the last of the readings on
April 29 is to be under the direction
of the course in interpretation (201).
Unless a change is made the recitals
will in each case be at Mattbison
House at 7:45 P. M.








































IN CHEMISTRY ARE DESCRIBED
On Monday, April 12, Miss Griggs
of the Chemistry Department spoke in
Room 24, Founders, on "The Profes-
sional Opportunities for Women in
Chemistry." Miss Griggs pointed out
that although there is the difficulty of
competition with men, in the line of
chemistry, there is a great deal of
work for which women chemists are
needed.
First, and of extreme importance,
is the teaching of the subject in high
schools, colleges and professional
hools. It is indeed true that "there
n be no great chemists, without
great teachers." Still another open-
is in pathological or medical
laboratories, where technicians, clini-
lal workers and research workers are
n demand.
Government Positions Open
A third possibility lies in all kinds
of industrial plants, although men are
often required because of the necessity
for a knowledge of engineering. The
various departments of the govern-
ment also accept women chemists
since the Civil Service examinations
were opened to them in 1919. Further
possibilities are work in pharnia
"
libraries and in the i
therapy.
The minimum requirement for any
f the positions mention is three years
tudy which includes inorganic, ana-
lytical and organic chemistry, and a
lading knowledge of German and
French. Individual fields have other
peciflc requirements. Miss Griggs
concluded by saying that chemistry
is a subject that is more and more be-
coming recognized as a necessity in
the schedule of every well educated
field of dieto-
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
BANKING PROVES GOOD FIED
FOR MANY COLLEGE GRADUATE
One frequently hears of tb>
Increasing opportunities for college
women in business. Specifically what
those opportunities are is less often
stated. A questionnaire recently sent
to Wellesley alumnae who since grad-
uation have held banking positions re-
veals definitely what these college
graduates have been doing in one im-
portant part of the business field.
Such information answers best the
question,—What are the opportunities
for college graduates in banking?
The following are summaries of rep-
resentative answers:
1. Research with a federal reserve
bank. Compiling reports from ma-
terial gathered from magazines, pa-
pers, and financial reports for use
within the bank or for publication.
This included reports of general
financial conditions, domestic and
foreign.
2. Statistician with an investment
bank. Securing, filing, and giving in-
formation concerning companies
whose securities the bank sells to
salesmen and to investors,
3. Secretary to vice-president and
head of bond department. "Some
stenography, some dictation to my
assistants, a great deal of bookkeep-
ing and clerical work, general famil-
iarity with every paper that crosses
my superior's desk, general knowl-
edge of work done in all departments
of the bank."
4. File clerk. Has charge of cen-
tral files, including general banking
correspondence, credit, bookkeepers
signature cards, statements of com-
mercial department.
5. Treasurer of a co-operative bank
General executive duties, care ol
funds, soliciting accounts.
6. Assistant receiving teller. Re-
ceiving deposits, posting daily ledgei
school librarians and teachers. Tin
was done on the recommendation of
The American Library Association
after an investigation of The Drexel
Library School.
The need for such a course, it was
said, was revealed in a recent survey,
and Drexel Institute, which has suc-
cessfully conducted a School of Lib-
rary Science since 1S92, and which
last year set the pace by elevating
this school to a post graduate one,
with a college degree required for
entrance, immediately organized the
:ourse is open to High School
who do part time library
> school librarians who wish
ive their knowledge of library






announced that the regular
faculty of the school will have charge
of the summer course, and that special
lecturers engaged in active library
11 also address the class at
frequent intervals on subjects relative
of study. In order that
the students shall have practice worl
number of neighboring libraries ar
o-operating with Drexel Institute.
The Drexel Library in addition to
the collection of reference and tech
nical hooks for supplementary reading
in all departments of the college, al;
houses a number of rare and beauti-
ful books and manuscripts. The
museum collections of furniture,
ceramics, wood carving, ivories,
prints, engravings and textiles and the
notable paintings in the Drexel Gal-
lery will he available to all the stu-
dents of the course.
nts.
7. Bond saleswoman with invest-
merit bank. Selling bonds to ustom-
ers, general office work, con- Qspond-
S. Assistant in trust department.
Acts as agent for customers, taking
over their securities, buying and sell-
ing without restriction and acting as
agent in every contingency.
9. Assistant cashier. Posting, bal-
ancing day's business, etc.
Another question dealt with banking
as an occupation for women. An-
swers varied from "a splendid field,"
"an excellent field and increasingly
so," "perfectly suitable" to fuller
ones such as. "Vast, with wonderful
opportunities,—a very discouraging,
stimulating, fascinating field," and
"Believe there are excellent oppor-
tunities for those willing to serve a
year or two of apprenticeship and
routine work." The less favorable
factors to be drawn from the answers
seem to be routine work especially at
the start aud keen competition with
the increasing number of men from
schools of business administration.
On the whole, however, the answers
indicate clearly that these Wellesley
graduates who have been or are do-
ing work in banks regard the banking
field as distinctly good for college
DREXEL INSTITUTE ANNOUNCES
SUMMER LIBRARY WORK COURSE
To meet the ever-increasing demand
for school librarians, the Drexel In-
stitute School of Library Science, of
Philadelphia, has added a summer
course to open July 6 and to con-
tinue until August 13th. it was an-
nounced yesterday by the Director
of the Library School, Mrs. Anne W.
Howland.
One of the most interesting features
of this summer course is the fact that
the Carnegie Foundation of New York
has furnished sufficient endowment to
make the course practically free to
DEVELOPMENT OF SKYSCRAPER
DOMINATES NEW ARCHITECTURE
"New types, new problems, ne\
programs, and new results mark th
steel cage constructed architecture o
the twentieth century/' said Mrs
Eliza Newkirk Rogers in her second
lecture on Modern Architecture at the
Art Museum Monday April 12. Mrs
Rogers in her first lecture spoke ol
modern houses, colleges, and churches
which depend for their inspiration
the past and especially on Gothic,
great commercial and public buildings
new problems and methods have
arisen due first to the development of
great industries, second to the fact
that the architect no longer works
alone but in connection with mechan-
ical, electrical, heating, and structural
engineers, and third to the fact that
there is now an era of a new
struction. Steel cage constructio
only 35 years old and in that short
time with the increasing use of
crete and glass it has entirely revolu-
tionized building.
Although steel construction is most
notably used in the skyscraper Mrs.
Rogers first spoke of the horizontal
type of building exemplified in govern-
ment buildings, museums, and libra-
ries. In this quiet type the classic in-
spiration predominates. Beautiful
museums are Freer Museum at Wash-
ington designed by Charles A. Pratt,
with its lovely courtyard, and the
Boston Museum which boasts an un-
usually fine facade and setting on the
Fenway. Mrs. Rogers showed slides
to illustrate all the buildings she men-
tion and spoke of other types of hori-
zontal buildings such as banks, rail-
road stations and memorial buildings.
The governmental buildings of practi-
cally every state are of the classic
domed variety. One of the recent
state houses of this kind is that of
Minnesota by Cass Gilbert. The Ne-
braska state capitol is to be of a dif-
ferent type. The commission was won
by Bertram Goodhue with a magnifi-
cent composition involving a cross set
in a hollow square with a fine tower
In the center over an imposing ro-
tunda.
ago by Louis Sullivan in Buffalo,
construction was bungled at first and
although the buildings were supported
by steel they were made to look liki
stone-supported buildings. Moreove
the idea prevailed that the building
should be in three parts like a coin
with a base, a shaft, and a heavy c
nice as a capital.
In 191G New York passed the •/,<
ing regulation with two objects
view, to protect the city and adjacent
owners in the erection of new build-
ings, and to make an organized citj
with separate zones for residential
sections and for commercial districts.
The height regulation provides for
setbacks for high buildings and has
called forth the pyramid construction.
A tower can be built if it covers no
than 25% of the area. In ten
years this regulation has transformed
ew York. Buildings can now be de-
gned in three dimensions and in
ass rather than as a facade with
much attention to detail.
Mrs. Rogers spoke of the design for
e new Chicago Tribune Building and
mentioned the Bush Terminal and
Cunard buildings and the Chalfont
Hotel as fine examples of the new
skyscraper. The black and gold
American Radiator building is unique.
The new skyscraper has its emphasis
on the vertical and does away with
the heavy overhanging cornice. Since
it is not dependent on local material,
the skyscraper is an all American type
and certainly is the most distinct and







characteristic type in A
tecture. Such gigantic strides
been taken in the last few year
it is difficult to believe that th




The recent appointment of Professor
Gilbert Murray of Oxford University
fill the Charles Eliot Norton, Chair
of Poetry next year at Harvard has
called forth considerable editorial
nent in a wide variety of publica-
tions, according to the Harvard Crim-
son. Practically all of the opinions ex-
pressed look upon Professor Murray's
coming as a definite step in intellect-
ual progress. Unanimous comment
has been made on the fact that poetry
in connection with this professorship
is to be taken in its broadest sense
and is to include poetic expression, not
only in language hut in music and in
the fine arts.
The Nciv York World is quoted as
-saying, "Gilbert Murray is an out-
standing world figure. He has trans-
lated the Greek dramas into English
as beautifully as any scholar past or
present; he is an authority on Greek
life and history. But he is also a citi-
zen of the world of today and as chair-
man of the executive League of Na-
tions Union he has impressed his per-
sonality on great affairs in his
troubled time." The New Republic
says "The world of American letters
will cordially welcome Professor Mur-
ray when he arrives in Cambridge
next fall. The exchange professor-
ships and scholarships which are grow-
ing common in modern education are
an excellent sign of the increasing in-
ternationalization of scholarship."
FRENCH DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES
AWARDS TO WELLESLEY GIRLS
The French Department is happy to
announce to the college that out of
seven scholarships awarded by the
French Government to the women stu-
dents of America for the year 1926-
1927, two have recently been granted
to Wellesley seniors, Marion Carter
and Katharine Drake.
Both students are Durant scholars
and Phi Beta Kappa Members. Marion
Carter has received the Bordeaux
scholarship and Katharine Drake the
one for Lyon. The department is re-
joicing over this choice, not only be-
cause these students belong to Welles-
ley hut also because they feel assured
that no one could better represent
America in France, knowing their en-
thusiastic and keen minds, their appre-
ciation of the beauties of literature,
and their enjoyment of life due to
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Hello France /
JUST think of campus and classes left
behind in the wake of a Cunard Col-
lege Special, bound for Europe and the
time of one's life!
Make up your mind to go, and you'll
count the days 'till the good ship sails.
Think of Paris and London and the
Continent! Like stepping off this mun-
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1. Quartette in D major (Without





2- Trio hi B fiat major, Opus 99
Schubert
Allegro moderato
Andante un poco vwsso
Scherzo: Allegro
Rondo: Allegro vivace
3, Quintette in C major. Opus 163
Schubert
AUojro ma non troppo
Adagio
Scherzo: Presto
The above program was presented
by the Elshuco Trio with a display of
musicianship which is highly com-
mendable. The general impression
was one of finesse and consistency.
That is, the performers not only
showed their knowledge of the music,
their technical ability, but also kept
the unmistakable Schubert feeling
throughout their rendition.
A Schubert program always leaves
one with a long procession of melodies
in one's memory. The Andante move-
ment of the Trio, and the Allegro and
Adagio movements of the Quintette
abound in these unforgettable melo-
dies. They were played with smooth-
ness, rising and falling as they so
often do, in rhythmic legato. The
Allegretto of the last number was, per-
haps, the most noticeable bit of music.
In this the accented first beat, slightly
held, gave the Viennese effect for
which Liszt is so famous. In both
the second and third numbers the
Scherzo movements provide lively con-
trasts to the first two movements of
ths works. The Rondo of the Trio at-
tained 1 some degree of brilliance and
perhaps of humor. A notable feature
of the Quintette was the Adagio, in
which the violin tremolo and the pizzi-
cato are carried consistently as ac-
companiment throughout the work.
Although the playing of the Elshuco
Trio could not be credited with any
degree of passion, still their interpret-
ation was sane and intelligent. Hence
they attained a soothing, if somewhat
A. J. S., '27.
SPRING FORMALS
The three one act plays presented
by Barnswallows Association last Fri-
day and Saturday nights formed the
best program in College dramatics for
several years. The variety and bal-
ance in the choice of the plays, and
the fine acting deserve much praise.
Pierrot In Paris, which demanded
subtlety of characterization, was the
most difficult in its lack of plot in-
terest to move the audience. The set-
ting in the Latin Quarter, where
Pierrot sits dreaming with his wine
cups under a striking black and
orange awning, is extremely effective.
Anne Revere with her grave, lovely
voice gives a tranquil and philo-
sophical Pierrot who drinks in turn
with three women who come into his
life, — effusive, shallow Margaret,
played enthusiastically by Barbara
Hopkius; wistful, busy Collette (Els-
betli Tliexton) ; and cockney Meg,
pTayed by Catherine Houk. The most
difficult characterization, that of lone-
ly Meg, was done with commendable
lack of self-consciousness by Cather-
ine Houk. The morose waiter, Fate,
played by Jean Poindexter, deserves
mention for the significance in detail
which she gave the characterization.
In contrast to Pierrot In Paris with
MR. TEIGEN'S EXHIBIT
This month brings to the gallery of
ihe Art Museum an exhibition of
paintings by Peter Teigen, a young
Boston artist, whose work has re-
ceived much favorable comment. The
paintings which are being shown are
all, with but one exception, water
colour landscapes. Upon entering the
gallery, one is immediately impressed
with the lovely colors in the paint-
ings, varying from exquisite pastel
shades of all hues to vivid, deep blues
and greens. One receives the impres-
sion of the distance and strength of
the mountains and seas and yet at the
same time is conscious of a certa
sense of delicacy. Mr. Teigen seen
to have a very light touch, which may
be the cause of this effect.
The exhibition is evidence of the
artist's love of nature, especially his
love of the sea and mountains. There
are many pictures of rocky crags,
overlooking or jutting out into the
ocean. There are a number of scenes
of Capri and Tunis, showing low,
while dwellings perched on the side
of rocky peaks. The whole group of
paintings gives the impression of vast
space and clear air.
In the midst of these landscapes
there is a tempera painting in most
marked contrast to them. It is the
head of a woman, so large that it fills
almost the whole picture. The head
is turned to smell a flower which tht-
woman holds in her upraised hand.
The whole study is very carefully
done and gives one the impression of
massiveness. It appears a much more
finished piece of work than the ma-
jority of the water colours.
A. T. P. '28.
its lack of acWon, Where The Whirl-
wind Blows, set in a corner of Europe
disturbed by revolution, is very dram-
atic. Maxine Finsterwald gives a re-
markable characterization of the peas-
ant woman, heavy-moving, obdurate,
who is too stupid to reason clearly
but who will not be turned from what
she wants. Ethel Marie Henderson
plays well the light-fingered, treach-
erous servant who would he a lady.
As the aristocratic Madame Androya
Suzanne Schoenberger is brilliant and
beautiful.
Between The $<>up And The Savory,
is full of laughter and touched with
pathos. The scene is in the kitchen
where the servants discuss the dinner
table conservation, the food, and the
possible love affair of the ugly duck-
ling, the kitchen maid. Catherine
Parker, with the significant waddle
and grand air of many good cooks, is
excellent. As the pretty maid, Helen
Petit is saucy and amusing. Frances
Bates, the kitchen maid who wanted a
love affair, gives the part humor and
pathos.
Ellen Bartlett, Gertrude Joy, and
Helen Louise Wallace, who directed
the plays, are to be congratulated not
only on the choice of three good one-
act plays, hut on consistently finished
and interesting pi'i'fnrmanees. L. W.
WELCOME "HOME" AGAIN
FOR YOUR AFTER LENTEN APPETITE
Everything necessary for your sharpened appetite. This week's spec










Come in and look
them over










"YOU'LL BE PROUD TO SAY
YOU TRAVELED THE IN-
TERCOLLEGIATE WAY I
srv»Vi.rNv^i r>w
DIARY OF A STUDENT
Sunday, April 11th.—Went to the Park Club House this noon
for their Chicken and Waffle dinner. For one hour I was back
in the land of "Fri' Chickun." Solid chunks of meat with no
bones. Plenty of Golden Brown Waffles and Maple Syrup.
My but I certainly do love to eat at that place.
(Fo telephone Wellesle 1250)
"THE BIG PARADE"
to the Golf Links are wearing
our Sport Shoes.
JAMES E. LEE




There's hardly anything nicer
than to receive flowers when the
grippe or some other illness makes
you feel all out of sorts. Because
there's something about flowers
that lingers long after they've
Send the sick one flowers and see






















given to all work brought by
students and faculty of Wellesley











63a Central St., Wellesley
Telephone Wei. 0491
Me for You ~





IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS - 7 M'.ILION A DAY
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR Peggy Kitlde, Katherine Litchlie
Dorothy Mason, and Jean Spen
gave :i tea in the Green Room of
Alumnae Hall, Friday afternoon, April
16, for Louise Harpham, ex '27, who
was visiting Wellesley last week,
Gertrude Merrick. '27, gave a tea
for her sister Saturday afternoon,
April 10.
Virginia Hearding, '25, has been vis-
iting Wellesley this past week.
Miss Elizabeth Man waring will
leave Saturday to address the New
Haven Wellesley Club on the subject,








I Lucia Eaton Dearborn to Sea
' B. Hough, Williams 'IS of North
ton, Mass. and New York City.
: Lorraine Combs to Samuel w
>rson, Williams '20, Harvard Grail-
School of Business Administra-
IIAltltlKl)
Ttha Eleanor Trebein
rnn. April S at Xenia,
after June 1, 131 Noil
St.. Xe Ohii
BORN
'16 To Fiances Allien Covey a
daughter, Alary Alden, April 2.
17 To Phyllis Burke Edgerton a
daughter. Nancy, March 25.
Ill To Bernicc Schmidt Edmunds a
daughter, -Marion. February 16.
'21 To Helen Oslioril Villanueva a
second son, Charles Edward, March 30.
DIED
'70 February n in Nova Scotia Car-
rie Etta Small, aunt of Winona Tilton
Stinson '03.
'03
.March 24 in East Boston. Mass.,
Frank Herbert Tilton. father of Win-
ona Tilton stinson.
'11 Marlha Weaver Myers, October
30. 1925.
'11 Murjorie Peck Wheeler I Mrs.




'14 February 13. Georgia Low.
daughter of Margery Story Low.
'21 April .'{ in Southern Pines. N. C,
Benjamin Sanborn, father of Mona
Sanborn Shepard.
'22 Dr. A. Gale Straw, father of
Enid C. Straw.
'22 Albert Gehring. lather of Use
(ielirillir Reed. February 25.
CHASGE OP AimitKSS
'12 Carol Williams Morton (Mrs.
Douglas) to I", Kilsyth Road, Brook-
COLLEGE NOTES
Ec Den im
ner on Tuesday. April 13, at the
Wellesley Inn, Mr. Charles Gettemy,
Asssitant Federal Agent, spoke on
the "Use ol Business Statistics by tbi
Federal Reserve Bank." Mr. Law-
rence Smith presided.
-Miss Marjorie Dakin, Field Secre-
tary of the American Red (loss, vis-
ile.! the college before the holidays
and was entertained at luncheon at
Beehe.
St. Hilda's Guild held a Corporate
Communion and breakfast on April 11.
Deaconess Phelps spoke and officers
for next year were elected. Mary
Dostwick '27 is president. Dorothy
Moore '28, vice-president, and Stella
Brewster '29. seiwiarv-li «„,„,.
Iieth Brown Dodds to
Kussell Prewitt. Iowa Wes-
,
and S. T. B. Boston Univer-
PRESIDENT PENDLETON TO BE
PRESENT AT TWO CONFERENCES
President Pendleton will leave to-
morrow to attend a meeting of the
Association To Aid Scientific Re-
search by Women which is to be held
at Vassar, Friday and Saturday. She
will visit Syracuse Monday, and on
Tuesday will attend a meeting of the
American Association of University
Women.
PROFESSOR FROM MT. HOLYOKE
IS TO LECTURE ON CHEMISTRY
Professor Emma P. Carr, Head of
the Chemistry Department of Mount
Holyoke College, will lecture in the
nislry Lecture Room at 4:40 to-
•ow, April 23. Her subject will
n Research in Physical Science,
will talk especially of her own
: in the absorptive spectra of or-
2 compounds. The lecture will be
tecial interest to those majoring
hysical Science.
In the Spring Song of Smartness
Spanish Sailors, dashing and chic, close
fitting crocheted Visca, larger flower-




8 DOVER ROAD Phone Wei. 0718
Opposite the First Tee of the Wellesley College Golf Course
Single or Double Rooms, With or Without Private Bath























May 18. June 8. July 3.
For April Sailings to
Copenhagen Danzic = n a
BALTIC PORTS






April 24, 8 P. M.
ATTEND the concert. Then prolong your enjoyment
jCx. of this famous artist. Take home this inspiring
music on new, electrically-recorded Brunswick Records
—rich, realistic, satisfying ! Your Brunswick dealer will




NOBODY KNOWS DE TROUBLE I'VE SEEN/ 1
AVE MARIA
ON WINGS OF SONG













Tel. 1233 Box lunches
^
When the baseball nine wore whiskers,
and "Mob the Umpire" was the
national college yell, Anheuser-Busch
was nationally known among good
fellows.
And now, when we laugh if we win





is the favored drink of college men,
because, like the college man, Busch
Pale Dry is a good mixer everywhere
and every time.
Anheuser Busch St.Louis
S. S. PIERCE CO.
Boston, Ma
